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Claire’s head was as big as a bucket, and she quickly helped her up, and then 
whispered to the Buddha:
“Buddha, I’m sorry… I have no excuses, please forgive me…”
Saying that she hurriedly helped Elaine out.
Elaine had no choice but to follow Claire and limped out.
When her mother and son came outside the hall, Maria had disappeared. Elaine 
originally wanted to find her to quarrel with her,
But she looked around and saw no one, so she could only follow Claire. Out of the 
temple, ready to go down the mountain.
And when they started to go down the mountain, Maria appeared not far behind 
them again, silently watching their backs, and then looked at her mobile phone.
On the phone, there was the photo of Claire helping Elaine out of the gate of the 
temple, which was secretly taken by Maria hiding behind the crowd just now.
Later, she sent this photo to Ethan, and sent another message: “Mr. Sun, find a way 
to help me check this mother and daughter, I want all their information!”
Although the information about Claire and Elaine has not been encrypted, it is not 
easy for Ethan to find out all the identities of the two through a candid photo.
At the very least, it is still difficult to find out in a short time.
So, Ethan called Maria and reported on the phone: “Miss, do you have any other 
information about these two people? If you have other information, it will be 
relatively easier to investigate.”
Maria thought for a while and said: “I don’t have any information here. That girl 
may be Charlie’s wife, but Charlie’s information is encrypted. We don’t know 
Charlie’s current ID number.”
Ethan replied: “Since Charlie’s information is encrypted, we will use Charlie as the 
entry point, even if we call out all the relevant information about the woman who 
married Charlie, there won’t be the person you are looking for.”
Then, Ethan said: “But with the photo you sent, we can try to use the portrait 
comparison system to run first, but because the angles of the photos are not 
standard, so if you put them into the system for fuzzy comparison, at least 
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thousands of similar people will be found, and then you can manually compare the 
results.”
Maria thought of something and said: “Oh, by the way, although I don’t know the 
information about the two of them,”
“I heard them mention a woman named Horiyah. This young girl calls Horiyah her 
aunt. Horiyah must be there Over 50 years old;”
“In this way, you don’t need to look up the photos, first help me look up all the 
women in Aurous Hill named Horiyah who are over forty-five years old and under 
sixty-five years old.”
“Check the social relations of Horiyah to see if anyone can match these two people. 
One hand is probably enough for those who meet the requirements.”
“Okay!” Ethan said without hesitation: “Miss, don’t worry, I’ll arrange it now!”
Previously, Maria only gave Ethan photos of Claire and Elaine but did not have any 
other information, so it would take at least a few days or even dozens of days to 
find someone.
But with the clue of Horiyah, everything became much easier.
As Maria said, there are not many people with the surname Qian, and there are only
more than thirty people whose first name is pronounced Horiyah in Aurous Hill.
Moreover, the age span of these “Horiyah” ranges from a few years old to more 
than seventy years old.
Then filter out those who are not of the age required by Maria, and there are only 
four people who meet the requirements.
It is too simple to check the social relationship between these three people.
All of them are ordinary people without any hidden information. Just click on her 
social relationship in the system, and the system will immediately generate a tree 
table, listing and displaying all her three generations of blood relatives.
Since the young girl Maria wanted to investigate was called Aunt Horiyah, Ethan 
first looked at the blood relationship of the three Horiyah to see who had a 
brother-in-law, and there was a daughter in the family of the brother-in-law.
The first one, Horiyah, is sixty-two years old. Although she is already married and 
has raised two children, her husband has no younger brothers at home, only an 
older brother and a younger sister.



The second Horiyah, forty-nine years old, is already married and has a son. 
Although her husband has a younger brother, that younger brother has two sons 
and no daughter, so what Maria said the situation does not match.
The third Horiyah, fifty-five years old, married thirty-three years ago and gave birth 
to a pair of twin sons. The husband has two younger brothers, both of whom have 
daughters. Ethan obtained the information about the two daughters. After posting 
the message, he found that the photo did not match the one sent by Maria.
Then, the fourth Horiyah jumped into view.
This Horiyah, fifty-five years old this year, married a man named Noah Willson 31 
years ago, gave birth to a son 30 years ago, and gave birth to a daughter 27 years 
ago.
And Noah has a younger brother named Jacob Willson.
Jacob married a woman named Elaine Ma twenty-nine years ago and gave birth to 
a daughter named Claire Willson twenty-eight years ago.
In this way, it is basically consistent with the names, age ranges, and kinships of the 
characters mentioned by Maria.
Afterward, Ethan checked the file information of Elaine and Claire, saw their ID 
photos, and compared them with the photos sent by Maria, he immediately 
confirmed that these two people were the ones Maria asked him to investigate.
When Maria returned to Zijin Villa, Ethan had already obtained all the information 
about these two people. When he saw Maria, he respectfully said: “Miss, it just so 
happened that you came back. I have checked the two people you asked me to 
check. The information is here.”
Maria happily asked: “So fast? Show me!”
Ethan handed the phone to Maria with both hands, and said respectfully: “Miss, 
please take a look.”
Maria glanced at Elaine’s photo, this photo was left by Elaine when she changed her
ID card a few years ago.
Although she is younger than now, her facial features have not changed much, so 
Maria recognized her at a glance,
And said with a smile: “That’s right! That’s the person I’m looking for.”
Speaking, she didn’t look at Elaine’s information anymore but directly looked at 
Claire’s column.



While looking at it, she said: “This shows that Claire is married. Can I use her to find 
information about her husband?”
“Yes.” Ethan hurriedly said, “But I didn’t call Claire’s info just now. Wait a moment.”
Maria handed back the phone to him, and Ethan inquired about Claire’s spouse in 
that special software.
And this information is Charlie’s identity in Aurous Hill.
Although his identity at this level has been encrypted, according to the logic of 
encryption,
Once someone checks him from Claire’s level, the authority of this road is 
unblocked,
So Ethan can easily check Charlie’s current level. information about identity.
And the reason why Leon left this channel after Charlie and Claire got married was 
that he was afraid that Claire would find something when they bought a house, got 
a loan, or carried out other social activities that required access to data files.
Moreover, Leon also believes that if someone wants to investigate Charlie and find 
out about Claire, there is no need to hide Charlie’s identity in Aurous Hill, after all, 
Claire is his current identity if hides it deliberately, it will be self-defeating.
Maria looked at this piece of Charlie’s identity information, and said excitedly: “The 
preliminary work of finding Charlie has been completed, I really didn’t expect it to 
go so smoothly…”
After that, she couldn’t help sighing: “The person who hides his identity is really 
smart, and his techniques are sophisticated and logical. After Charlie disappeared, 
he even arranged for him to enter the orphanage, and re-did the same for him on 
the collective account of the orphanage. A new identity!”
“He can make so many articles in the orphanage, which proves that the orphanage 
must be under his complete control, and it is very likely that all the staff of the 
orphanage are under his command!”
Maria sighed: “No wonder so many people started looking for Charlie from Aurous 
Hill, and they couldn’t find him after twenty years of searching. It turns out that he 
has been hiding in Aurous Hill all the time! And he was perfectly hidden by a special
orphanage. This method has flawlessly deceived everyone who wants to find 
Charlie!”



Ethan said with a smile: “Miss, this trader is indeed very powerful, but he still failed 
to deceive you! You have only come to Aurous Hill for only two days. Today, all the 
information you wanted to investigate is out, and with all due respect, I have never 
seen anyone smarter than you, Miss.”
Maria shook her head and said seriously: “The reason why I can find Charlie quickly,
my personal cleverness can only account for one-third at most, the other third is 
due to Charlie’s misjudgment of me in Norway, and the remaining third is due to 
luck!”
“If I don’t know who Charlie Wade’s name is, if I only rely on one chance, I may not 
be able to find him in twenty years;”
“If I didn’t come to Aurous Hill University on the first day, I just happened to see 
him I’m afraid I’ll have to look for Claudia’s identity information in Aurous Hill for a 
long time;”
“If I didn’t happen to meet his wife and his mother-in-law today, I wouldn’t be able 
to find out his current identity information so quickly… “
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